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computational point of view. Thus, the IoT model has become
both a Big Data and a computation problem for each Cloud,
Fog and Edge layer.
On the other hand, 2017 saw these three technologies
converge towards a single point of contact, called Osmotic
Computing. It aims to identify, design and implement a
paradigm for managing data, resources and processes’ software across IoT, Edge and Cloud systems, satisfying the end
users’ Quality of Service (QoS). The Cloud-Edge Computing
integration beneﬁts have also been acknowledged by academic
and industry initiatives, such as Cisco, Amazon AWS and the
Open Fog Consortium.
Purpose of this scientiﬁc work is to present a ﬁrst version
of the Osmotic Computing architecture, focusing just on the
microservices deployment aspect. Indeed, the design of the
Osmotic Smart Orchestrator has been investigated, presenting
different enabling technologies, use cases related to Osmotic
component registration, orchestration training and prediction
and microservices deplyment. Therefore, the core of the
orchestration process will be an Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI)
module that will learn through the monitoring of the Osmotic
resources deployed on CLoud, Edge and/or IoT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Section II
summarizes the works related to the Osmotic Computing and
similar methodologies. A MicroELement graph is described in
the Section III, whereas a complete description of the Osmotic
platform is provided in the Section IV. The smart orchestrator
architecture overview is presented in the Section V, addressing
the content toward in-depth descriptions. Finally, conclusion
and lights for the future are presented in the Section VI.

Abstract—The latest technological and conceptual developments have destroyed the centralized Cloud Computing model,
moving Cloud services in emerging ICT infrastructures such
as Edge, Fog and Internet of Things (IoT) that are closer to
end users. Speciﬁcally, current Cloud computing programming
models and resource orchestration techniques are challenged
by the recent evolution of the IoT phenomenon because smart
devices are becoming more and more pervasive, powerful and
inexpensive. Therefore, services need to be place near such
devices. In this regard, the Osmotic Computing aims to provide a
new computing paradigm based on the deployment and migration
strategies related to the infrastructures and applications requirements across Cloud, Edge, Fog an IoT layers. In this scientiﬁc
paper, we investigate the Smart Orchestration of a new software
abstraction called MicroELement (MEL), that encapsulates resources, services and data necessary to run IoT applications.
Several use cases are presented for describing the Artiﬁcial
Intelligence processes that enables the MELs deployment.
Index Terms—Osmotic Computing, Edge Computing, Cloud
Computing, IoT, Orchestration, Elasticity, Artiﬁcial Intelligence.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last ten years, we observed an unstoppable growth of
complementary technologies, such as Cloud Computing, Big
Data and Internet of Things (IoT). The latter has increased
the connected devices number up to an estimate of 36 billion
in 20211 , thanks to the miniaturization and low cost of these
devices. Among these, almost a billion will be the wearable2 ,
whereas about 3 billion will be the smartphone users3 . Therefore, the amount of global IP data trafﬁc in the same year is
estimated at 280,000 petabytes per month4 with the inevitable
need to handle huge data amounts from both migratory and
1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connecteddevices-worldwide/
2 https://www.statista.com/statistics/487291/global-connected-wearabledevices/
3 https://www.statista.com/statistics/330695/number-of-smartphone-usersworldwide/
4 https://www.statista.com/statistics/499431/global-ip-data-trafﬁc-forecast/
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Osmotic computing was introduced in 2016 as a new
promising paradigm for the integration between a centralised
Cloud layer and Edge/Internet of Things (IoT) layers [1],
whereas its basic principles and enabling technologies were
419

presented in [2]. Such a new paradigm can be used in different application scenarios requiring an intensive interaction
between centralised Cloud systems and edge devices. In [3]
it was considered to design a Hospital Information System
(HIS) interconnecting medical devices and patients’ personal
body networks with Hospital Cloud systems. Another recent
application ﬁelds regarded the efﬁcient trust management in
pervasive online social networks [4] and the management of
IoT workﬂows [5].
One of the major issue of Osmotic computing is the service
orchestration management considering hybrid Cloud/Edge/IoT
systems. Up to now, service orchestration has been a topic
of discussion in Cloud computing [6], [7], [8], Edge/Fog
computing [9], [10], [11] and IoT [12] considered independently. Regarding service orchestration in Cloud computing
many initiatives regarded the control of the network layers.
Architecture for the dynamic management of end-to-end connections in a Cloud environment considering Software Deﬁned
Networking (SDN) technologies were investigated in [13],
[14], [10], [15], and [16]. An End-to-end SDN/NFV orchestration for video analytics using edge and Cloud computing
over programmable optical networks is described in [17]. A
piece of framework and novel computing models for grid
and cloud service orchestration aimed at supporting scientists
and business analysts at large scale was discussed in [18].
Dynamic resource orchestration for multi-task applications
in heterogeneous mobile Cloud computing in [19]. Here,
the resource orchestration was formulated as multi-objective
optimal problem considering energy consumption, cost and
availability metrics. A Distributed pieces of framework for
cloud computing orchestration able to manage the migration
of Virtual Machines (VMs) were discussed in [20]. Platforms
able to control high performance scientiﬁc workﬂow by means
of computing Cloud applications were discussed in [21],
[22] and [23]. An orchestration engine based on a temporal
reconﬁguration approach that partitions the amount resources
of cloud servers proportionally between BPEL processes applying a temporal partitioning algorithm was discussed [24].
A SLA (service level agreement) driven orchestration based
methodology for cloud computing services was presented in
[25]. The problem of security and privacy governance in cloud
computing via SLAs and a policy orchestration service was
investigated in [26]. The state of the art of container-based
orchestration in Cloud even considering future challenges was
discussed in [27].
Regarding service orchestration in IoT, the distributed orchestration in large-scale systems was discussed in [28],
whereas, the requirements of a semantic based service orchestration were investigated in [29]. Intent-based management and
orchestration of heterogeneous openﬂow/IoT SDN domains
was discussed in [30], whereas testbed set-up for SDN orchestration across network cloud and IoT domains was presented in [31]. The opportunities of applying an orchestration
model in cognitive IoT solutions interconnecting instrumented
worlds were discussed in [32]. An object-oriented model for
object orchestration in smart environments able to extend and

customise smartphones was described in [33]. A model for
trustworthy orchestration in the IoT using a public/subscribe
approach and MQTT was presented in [34]. A scalable piece
of framework for the provisioning large-scale IoT deployments
was discussed in [35]. The orchestration in distributed webof-objects for creation of user-centered IoT services was
discussed in [36], [37] and [38].
Service orchestration in Edge/Fog computing is a quite new
topic. The deployment orchestration of microservices with
geographical constraints using OpenStack Heat component
was discussed in [39]. Whereas, and end-to-end SDN/NFV
orchestration for video analytics using edge and cloud computing over programmable optical networks was discussed
in [17]. A service orchestration architecture for Fog-enabled
infrastructures was presented in [40]. An adaptive orchestration platform called ECHO for hybrid dataﬂows across cloud
and edge was described in [41]. In particular, the ECHO s
hybrid dataﬂow composition is able to operate on diverse data
models such as streams, micro-batches and ﬁles, and interface
with native runtime engines like TensorFlow and Storm to
execute them. An architecture able to move IoT application
on Edge computing layers was described in [42]. A SDN/NFV
orchestration of 5G services in hybrid Cloud/Fog multi-domain
networks was discussed in [43]. A preliminary discussion
about the use of container virtualization to orchestrate Edge
and Fog computing enviroments was discussed in [44].
Differently from the aforementioned scientiﬁc works, in this
paper we focus on Osmotic computing service orchestration
considering the management of microservices from the Cloud
to Edge/Fog and IoT enviroments.
III. O SMOTIC MELS
The convergence between Cloud Computing, Edge, and IoT
requires an Osmotic management of resources, services, and
data, whose elements can move across different heterogeneous
infrastructures. More speciﬁcally, referring to Figure 1, IoT
applications deployed in distributed environments may be
viewed as a graph of MicroELementS (MELS), composed of:
• MicroServices (MS) for implementing speciﬁc functionalities, which can be deployed and migrated across the
virtualized infrastructures;
• MicroData (MD) for representing information ﬂows
from/to IoT devices, which can be in different data
formats.
the MELS graph needs to be orchestrated across Cloud, Edge,
Fog, and IoT according to speciﬁc QoS requirements. Let us
remark that MELS are not physical resources, but represent
software and data abstractions. According to the Figure 1,
the leaf node is represented by MicroUserService (MUS,
i.e., an IoT application) and MicroOperationalService (MOS,
i.e., an Operating System) along with MicroUserData (MUD,
i.e., User Data) and MicroOperationalData (MOD, i.e., MS
conﬁguration). The MELS are smartly deployed on Cloud and
Edge in virtual components, such as lightweight containers
(e.g., Docker, Google Container, Amazon Compute Cloud
Container, etc.); whereas uPython-VM, uLUA-VM, Javascript
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Figure 1. MicroElementS hierarchy.

constraints. Therefore, the storage and compute capacity in the
Edge must be shared among multiple concurrent data streams
(probably from L3 in Figure 2), limiting the analysis to the
streams number and time constraints. Cloud operations (L1 in
the Figure 2) are based on pre-agreed goals between a client
and a data center provider, such as throughput, response times,
costs, etc. It is a key research challenge for real-time streaming
applications understanding how an application hosted on a
Cloud in L1 can interact and coordinate with the IoT (in L3)
and the Edge (in L2). Driven by QoS requirements, the MELS
can be distributed among Cloud, Edge and IoT. The distribution of data analysis through these different infrastructures can
improve the overall performance of the IoT application and
reduce the load on the main network.
Orchestration in the Osmotic environment smartly conﬁgures the movement and deployment of MELS in response
to QoS, security/privacy requirements and runtime requests.
Indeed, static and ﬁxed approaches are not able to provide
IoT solutions. The Osmotic Computing aims to abstract the
services (MELS) and the infrastructure (IoT, Cloud, Edge) to
decouple the applications from the hardware and enable the
possibility to ﬂow the services from Cloud to Edge and/or IoT
and vice versa.
For example, consider a situation in which there are many
IoT devices, which in particular situations are collecting large
volumes of data on L3. Furthermore, consider that given the
stability and capacity of the network, the amount of data
produced and their subsequent transmission to a Cloud (L1)
are unsustainable from the network point of view. If these data
were to be analyzed in the Cloud, this would be unrealistic
and the current system may not be able to continue. Using the
Osmotic approach, when a bottleneck of this type is detected,
a Smart Orchestrator moves the processing of some data to
the Edge (L2).

on IoT have emerged as a lightweight alternative to the
hypervisor-based approach used in the Cloud Data Center. A
container encapsulates only well-deﬁned software components
(e.g., database servers), reducing the deployment overhead and
increasing instance density on a single device. For instance,
an example of MS could be a Docker Container and an
MD contains JSON-based metadata. Moreover, MD can be
both passive data (can be read or updated on devices) and
active (can be queried), e.g., MD stored in NoSQL DBs as
MongoDB, Cassandra, etc.
IV. O SMOTIC C OMPUTING P LATFORM
Borrowing the term from chemistry, “osmosis” represents
the MELS spread across the Cloud Data Center (CDC) and
the Edge micro Data Center (EmDC). The Osmotic Computing
overcomes the MELS elastic management concept, since the
deployment and migration strategies are related to the requirements of both infrastructures (i.e., load balancing, reliability,
availability) and applications (i.e., detection, implementation,
awareness of the context, proximity, QoS). Moreover, in order
to overcome the heterogeneity of IoT resources, the MEL
abstraction allows us to support a virtual environment that can
be adapted according to the available hardware equipment.
Looking at Figure 2, the Layer 3 (L3), the one closest to end
users and/or physical entities, shows how MELS are deployed
in embedded devices. L3 IoT devices communicate according
to standardized protocols, such as CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol), supported by the RESTful interface.
Furthermore, Figure 2 shows MELS (at L2) deployed in
different embedded devices (i.e., IoT Gateway such as Raspberry Pi 3). Gateway nodes perform operations (mean, min,
max, ﬁltering, aggregation, etc.) on the data ﬂow acquired from
L3. More often, these devices acquire data with a predeﬁned
frequency, depending on speciﬁc system requirements and the
device ability to gather data.
In Figure 2, a more complex computational and storage
capability is available to MELS at L1, allowing to perform
simulations and/or analyses on data.
The Cloud, Edge and IoT infrastructure also has its own
target function which inﬂuences the performed operations.
For example, Edge (L2 in the Figure 2) generally includes
devices with limited resources (i.e., limited battery power,
network range, etc.) which must perform operations by these

V. A RCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
In this paper, we designed a multi-tenant Osmotic-based
architecture able to carry out a workﬂow that drives MELS
registration, migration and computation requests toward a
learning process, according to the MELS monitor. The whole
process requires the interaction of different actors, as shown in
Figure 3. More speciﬁcally, after the device requirements and
constraints inserting in the platform, the Osmotic architecture
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Figure 2. Osmotic computing scenario.

lows the registration process, asking unique identiﬁers, such as
IP address, MAC address, geolocation and/or TAGs. Clearly,
the resource will be registered according to the speciﬁc tenant,
ensuring the authentication and authorization process.
Therefore, the registration is processed by the infrastructure
backend in order to store the request into a NoSQL database
and mark the resource. Indeed, the request is migrated to an
Event Bus, as shown in Figure 4, before to be managed by
the Container Manager, a software able to deploy the MELS.

Figure 3. Logical architecture of the Osmotic Computing Smart Orchestration.

translates them into MEL. Then, the platform will create
the necessary MELS that will be generated on the Cloud,
Edge and IoT devices. Continuous monitoring of resources
at all levels of implementation will result in a feedback-driven
orchestration in which different MELS may be distributed over
time.

Figure 4. Use case of the Osmotic registration process.

Thus, a lightweight and functional Osmotic Agent (MEL)
will be injected into the resource according to the device type,
such as microprocessor (MPU) or microcontroller (MCU) IoT
devices, virtual resource with limited or not limited capabilities
or physical machines.
However, each Osmotic Agent will have common functional
requirements. Currently, an Osmotic Agent is thought to be a
virtualenv- or a container-like application, whose main task is
to enable communication from/to the Osmotic Architecture.

A. How to Register the Osmotic Resources?
The idea behind the utilization of the Osmotic environment
is the freedom to add own IoT, Edge and/or Cloud resources to
the platform. Each user must be able to manually select an own
resource through a user friendly web dashboard. The latter fol-
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Furthermore, the Osmotic Agent will be able to receive the
injected MEL and send a resource activities monitoring.
B. How to Train the Osmotic Orchestrator?
The heart of the Smart Orchestrator is the training module
shown in Figure 3. Target of the Deep Learning process is to
train a predictive model able to create a MELS deployment
manifest based on the previous experience gathered through
the Osmotic Agents monitoring.
Indeed, referring to the ﬁgure 5, the Osmotic Agents send
the monitoring data to the event bus in order to forward
them to the Streaming Management. This is a component
used for creating a small batch of the real time data received
and facilitating the training process in terms of time and
performance.
Figure 6. Use case of the smart orchestration prediction phase.

Figure 7. Use case of the MELS deploying process

Figure 5. Use case of the smart orchestration training phase.

Finally, this module will have the task of running the
training algorithm and returning a model to be saved on the
database. From the Deep Learning algorithm point of view,
we have not yet investigated it due to the dependence on the
deployed MELS deploying technology.

VI. C ONCLUSION
The convergence between Cloud Computing, Edge, and
IoT requires the management of resources, services, and
data, whose elements can move across different heterogeneous
infrastructures. In this paper, in order to solve this problem,
we presented an orchestration architecture based on the new
emerging Osmotic computing paradigm. In particular, starting
from the analysis of IoT applications deployed in distributed
environments as a graph of MicroELementS (MELS), we
discussed how their back-end systems can be deployed across
Cloud and Edge layers considering the Osmotic computing
paradigm. In the end, a multi-tenant Osmotic-based architecture able to carry out a workﬂow that drives MELS registration, migration and computation requests toward a learning
process and according to the MELS monitor was described.
In future works, we plan to deeply analyse the Artiﬁcial
Intelligence algorithms that enable the MELs deployment.

C. How to Predict the Osmotic Deploy Manifest?
As done for model training, the prediction phase uses
similar components. In this use case, it is interesting to note
that users can submit an execution request directly from the
dashboard, by selecting the MELS they want to use in the form
of MS and MD. This request is taken over by the Event Bus
and forwarded to the streaming management. In the end, the
prediction module uses the previously saved model to predict
a manifest useful for deploying MELS on different IoT, Edge,
Fog and/or Cloud levels.
D. How to Osmotically Deploy?
The last step in the MELS orchestration Osmotic process
is the execution of the manifest previously created. In this
regard, the container manager uploads the MELS to the aforementioned resources through its MS and MD components.
Then, the Osmotic Agent will install and start the received
component.
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